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ABSTRACT 
We give a systematic and detailed account of the Hausdorff dimensions of sets of d-tuples of numbers 
defined in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the frequencies of strings of digits in their N-adic 
expansion. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
1.1. Introduction and statements of results 
Fix positive integers N and d with N ) 2. The purpose of this paper is to apply the 
methods and techniques from [10,11,15,16] (see also the surveys [12,13]) to give a 
systematic and detailed account of the Hausdorff dimensions of sets of d-tuples of 
numbers defined in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the frequencies of strings 
of digits in their N-adic expansion. In addition to investigating and computing the 
Hausdorff dimension of several new classes of sets of d-tuples of numbers, our 
techniques can also be used to obtain simple proofs of (generalizations of) known 
results on the Hausdorff dimension of sets of normal and non-normal numbers. 
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For x ~ R, let [x] denote the integer part ofx and write 
(1.1) 
-~ d.(x) 
x = [x] + 
N n 
n=l 
for the unique non-terminating N-adic expansion ofx. For a digit j c {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 
1 } and a positive integer n write 
(1.2) Flj(x; n) = I{1 <~ i <~ n [di(x) = J}l 
for the frequency of the digit j among the first n of the N-adic digits ofx. 
The problem of computing the Hausdorff dimension of various sets of numbers 
defined in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the frequencies I'Ij (x;/'/) has a long 
history going back to Borel's Normal Number Theorem from 1909. For a given 
probability vector p = (p0 . . . . .  PN-1), it is natural to investigate he size of the set 
of numbers x for which the frequency of the digit j among the first n digits of x 
approaches pj as n ~ oo for all j 6 {0, 1,2 . . . . .  N - 1}, i.e., the set 
(1.3) B(p)={x~[O, 1]llimFlj(x;n)=pjforallj ].
Borel's Normal Number Theorem says that, if p equals the uniform distribution, 
i.e., if p = (1/N ..... 1/N), then the Lebesgue measure of B(p) equals 1; in 
particular, this implies that the Hausdorff dimension dim B(p) of B(p) is equal to 
1, i.e., dimB(p) = 1. It is therefore natural to ask for the Hausdorff dimension of 
B(p) for a general probability vector p. Indeed, this problem was investigated by 
Besicovitch [1] and Eggleston [7] in the 1930s and the 1940s, and the set B(p) 
is therefore usually referred to as the Besicovitch-Eggleston set. Besicovitch and 
Eggleston proved that 
(1.4) dimlx~[O, 1][limFIj(x;n)=pjforallj}= 1 Zpj logpj .  
log N 
J 
Formula (1.4) was first proved by Besicovitch [1] for N = 2 in 1934, and later for 
general N by Eggleston [7] in 1949. 
It is natural to extend Besicovitch-Eggleston's re ult to a higher-dimensional 
setting. It is also natural to extend Besicovitch-Eggleston's result by considering 
frequencies of strings of digits. Indeed, in this paper we extend the classical 
Besicovitch-Eggleston result in three new directions: 
(1) We consider the higher-dimensional setting, i.e., we consider the N-adic 
expansion ofd-tuples x = (Xl . . . . .  Xd) of reals; 
(2) We consider frequencies of strings of digits in stead of frequencies of single 
digits; 
(3) We consider d-tuples of reals for which the frequencies (of strings) of digits do 
not necessarily exist. 
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We now introduce some notation. For x = (X l  . . . . .  Xd) E [0, 1] d and an integer i, 
let 
(1 .5 )  di(x) : (d i (x l )  . . . . .  di(xd)), 
i.e., di (x) is the vector consisting of  the ith digits o f  the x~'s. Next, write 
E- -  {0, 1 . . . . .  N -  1}d, 
i.e., E is the family of  vectors i --- (il . . . . .  id) with entries i j  c {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}, and 
for a positive integer m write 
•m : ({0, 1 . . . . .  N -  1}d) m, 
for the family of strings to = il . . .  im of  length m whose entries ij E ~2 are vectors 
of  N-adic digits. For x = (xl . . . . .  Xd) E [0, 1] d and a string to = i l . . . im E ~]m of  
vectors of N-adic digits and a positive integer n write 
(1.6) l-Io~(x; n) = 
I{1 ~<i ~n I di(x)---i~, d i+ l (x )= i2  . . . . .  di+m-l(X) : im}l  
i.e., Fifo(x; n) denotes the frequency of the string to among the first n + m - 1 vectors 
of  digits in the N-adic expansion of  the xk's. 
As in the one-dimensional case, for a given probability vector p = (pi)i~E, it is 
natural to investigate the size of the set of d-tuples of  numbers x = (Xl . . . . .  Xd) E 
[0, 1] d for which the frequency Hi(x; n) of the vector i of  digits among the first n 
digits of  the xk's approaches pi as n ~ cxz for all vectors i E E, i.e., the set 
It is also natural to extend this to frequencies of strings of  vectors of digits. For 
a positive integer m and a given probability vector p = (p~o)w~Em, it is natural to 
investigate the size of the set of d-tuples of numbers x = (xl . . . . .  Xd) E [0, 1] d for 
which the frequency YI,o (x; n) of  the string to of vectors of digits among the first n 
digits of the xk's approaches p,o as n --+ ~ for all strings to E Era, i.e., the set 
Bd,,,(p) = {XE [0, 1]d [ lira I-I,o(x; n )= p,o for all we  Em}. 
Following Maxfield [9] we will say that a vector x E [0, 1] d is base N simply normal 
if the limiting frequencies lim~ Hi(x; n) exist for all i E E and equals 1/N d. In 
fact, already in 1914 Hardy and Littlewood [8] extended Borel's Normal Number 
Theorem to the higher-dimensional case, and proved that Lebesgue almost all 
x E [0, 1] a are base N simply normal; in particular, this implies that dim Bd(p) = d 
i fp  = (pi)i is the uniform distribution, i.e., if pi = 1IN  d for all i E E. The theory 
developed in this paper will include the higher-dimensional Besicovitch-Eggleston 
set Bd(p), and, indeed, the sets Bd,m(p). For example, we obtain the following 




E puo = E p~o, for all ~o ~ Era-1 / , 
i ce  i ce  
i .e.,  A m is the simplex of probability vectors in J~ IEml and I" m is the subsimplex of 
"shift invariant" probability vectors in ]~ II~ml . Observe that A1 = F1. Now define 
Hm : Am "'-> ]~ by 
(1.8) 
1 . // Pcoi "~ 
Hm(p)=- logN E E p~oilog|x--,--- J |E,~, ~c~m_ 1 k 2--,jC~] P~oj 
for p = (po,),oczm (as usual, we put 0log0 = 0). Observe that for m = 1 we obtain 
1 E Pi log pi 
H~ (p) = - log---N icx 
for p = (pi)icE. 
Theorem 1. Let rn be a positive integer and let p = (p~)cocEm C Am.  
(1) I fp  ¢ Fm, then 
{x [o, lla I lim no,(x; n) = p~oforallra E ~m} = O. 
(2) l f  p ~ Fro, then 
dim{x E t0, lld I lira I-I,o(x; n)= p~for all a~ E ~]m} = Hm (p). 
Observe that if d = m = 1, then Theorem 1 reduces to the classical result (1.5) 
due to Besicovitch and Eggleston. Also observe that if m = 1 and p equals the 
uniform distribution, i.e., if p = (1/N d . . . . .  t/Nd), then Theorem 1 reduces to 
Hardy and Littlewood's result [8], namely, that the Hausdorff dimension of the set 
{ 1 } 
dim x 6 [0, 1] d I lim Fli(x; n) = ~-  for all i 6 E 
equals d. 
In fact, we prove a significantly more general result providing detailed infor- 
mation about the so-called ivergence points of the frequencies IIo,(x; n). Tuples 
x 6 [0, 1] a for which the limiting frequencies limn l-Io,(x; n) (or similar limits) 
do not exist are called divergence points and have recently attracted considerable 
interests, cf. [2,4,5,10,11,15,16]. Sets of divergence points have until very recently 
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been considered of little interest in number theory and geometric measure theory. 
Indeed, according to folklore, these sets carried no essential information about 
the underlying structure. However, recent work on (the more general notion of) 
divergence points in multifractal analysis [2,5,10,11,15,16] has changed this point 
of view. For a sequence (Xn)n in a metric space X, we let A(xn) denote the set of 
accumulation points of the sequence (Xn)n, i.e., 
A(xn) = {x 6 X I there exists a subsequence (Xnk)k such that Xnk "--> X}. 
The result below provides very accurate information about the fractal structure of 
the divergence points of the frequencies I-I,o(x; n). 
Theorem 2. For T, S c ]~ IEml write 
E(T, S) ---- {x E [0, 1] d I T c A((no (x; _c s} 
(1) I f  T = 0 and S is closed and convex, then 
dim E(T, S) = sup Hm (p). 
PES 
(2) I f  T 5~ 0, T c_ Fm and T is contained in a connected component of S, then 
sup 
T~QcS 
Q is a continuum 
inf Hm(p) ~< dimE(T, S) ~< inf Hm(p). 
pEQ pET 
(3) I fT  ~ 0, T c_ F m and the closed convex hull o fT  is contained in a connected 
component of S, then 
dimE(T, S) ----- inf Hm(p). 
pET 
(4) l f  T ~ 0 and T is not contained in a connected component of S, then 
E(T, S) = O. 
(5) I fT  ¢ 0 and T ~: Fm, then 
E(T, S) ---- O. 
Observe that Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2. The proof of 
Theorem 2 will be given in Section 2. 
1.2. An application. Simultaneous divergence points has full d imension 
Let D denote the set of tuples x for which the sequence ((1-I,o(x; n))ogeEm)n of 
vectors (FI~,(x; n)),oEEm divergence as n ~ o~, i.e., 
D--- {x E [0,1]d I the limit linm(1-I~o(x; n))~ocz m does not exist}. 
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It follows from (arguments very similar to those presented in the proofs of the main 
results in) [2,5,15] that the set D of divergence points is extremely large, namely, it 
has full Hausdorff dimension, i.e., 
(1.9) dim{x ~ [0, 1]d I thelimit lim(rI,o(x; n)),o~rm does not exist} = d. 
Using Theorem 2, we will show that this result can be strengthened significantly. 
Namely, we will prove that even the set of points x for which the sequences 
(FI,o(x; n))n diverge simultaneously as n ~ oo for all ~o ~ E m has full Hausdorff 
dimension, i.e., 
dim( N {x~[O'l]dlthelimitlinmFl~(x;n) d°esn°texist})=d. 
tOE~ m 
Corollary 3 (Simultaneous divergence points has full dimension). Let m be a 
positive integer. Then 
dim( n {x~[O'l]dlthelimitlinmI-I~(x;n'd°esn°texist})=d. 
~ O)E~m 
Proof. Let u = (1/N dm ..... 1/N din) E R Izml = ~ Ndm denote the uniform distribu- 
tion in A m . For a positive integer n, let B(u, 1/n) denote the closed ball centered at 
u and with radius equal to 1/n. Next, write Cn =Fm n B(u, 1/n) and put 
Bn={x~[O, 1]dlA((1-I~(x;n))~czm)=Cn }, B=UBn.  
n 
The set Cn is clearly closed and connected, and Theorem 2 therefore implies that 
dim Bn = infp~Cn Hm(p). Hence 
dim B = sup dim Bn = sup inf Hm (p). 
n n pECn 
However, since Hm is continuous (at u), we have SUpninfp~Cn Hm(p) = Hm(u), 
whence 
dim B = sup inf Hm (p) = Hm (u) = d. 
n pECn 
In order to complete the proof we therefore need to prove that 
(1.10) B_~ n {x ~ [0, 1]d I the limit lim Fifo(x; n)does not exist}. 
toe  5~m 
We will now prove (1.10). Since Cn =Fm n B(u, 1/n) is connected and u is an 
interior point of Fm, we conclude that Cn = Urn N B(U, 1/n) has non-empty interior, 
whence 
(1.11) B._C N [x~[0'l]dIthelimitl inmFloj(x;n) d°esn°texist}. 
¢OE~ m 
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Taking union over all n in (1.11) gives (1.10). This completes the proof  of  
Corol lary 3. [] 
We wonder i f  the result in Corol lary 3 can be strengthened ven further. Namely, 
does the set of  points x for which the sequences (H~o(x; rt))n diverge simultaneously 
as n --+ oo for all co 6 E m and all positive integers m also have full Hausdorff  
dimension? 
Question 4. Is it true that 
dim([') r-i [x~[O'l]elthelirnitlimrI"/x;n) d°es °texist])=d? 
\m rx-,m o)E]~ 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2. Recall the E -- {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1} d denotes 
the family of  all vectors i = (il . . . . .  id) with entries i j  E {0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}. Also, 
recall that i f  n is a positive integer, then E n = ({0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}a) n denotes the 
family of  all strings co = il . . .  in of  length n with entries i j  ~ E. We now introduce 
some further notation. Let E* = Un En the denote the family of  all finite strings 
co = il . . . in with entries i j  E I ] ,  and let E N = ({0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1}d) N denote the 
family of  all infinite strings co = i l i2 . . ,  with entries i j  E E. I f  co = i l . . . in  E E n 
is a string of  length n, we will write Icol = n. I f  co = i l i2 . . .  6 E N and n is a 
positive integer, then we will write coin = il . . .  in. Also, for a finite string co E E n, 
the cylinder [co] generated by co is defined by 
[co]= {a E Z N la in:co}. 
Finally, we denote the family of  probabil ity measures and the family of  shift 
invariant probabil ity on E • by 79(N N) and 7)s(EN), respectively. 
We define the nth order empirical measure Ln : E r~ --+ 79(E N) by 
l n - -1  
L.co = ~ Y] ~s~o, 
k=O 
where S : E r~ --+ E r~ denotes the shift and 6x denotes the Dirac measure concen- 
trated at x. Also, define E :79(E r~) --~ ]I~ 132m1 by 
z .  = 
Next, for p E IR I~:ml we write 
h(#) h(#) 
A(p)= sup -- sup 
~c~s(~)  logN ~s(~N)  logN '  
E~=p (~( [~] ) )~zm =p 
where h(/~) denotes the entropy of  #. 
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Finally, define rc : E r~ --+ [0, 1] d as follows. For to = il i2... E E N with ij = 
(ijl . . . . .  ijd) 6 E, we put 
yr(w)= (y~ ijk. ] . 
~ j NJ ]k 
Note that 
(2.1) E(T ,S )=rr{toeENITCA(ELnto)CS} 
and U,(T's(E)) = I'm; recall that the set E(T, S) is defined in Theorem 2. The 
following result now follows immediately from (2.1) and [10,11,16], cf. also the 
surveys [12,13]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let T, S c_ ~l~ml. 
(1) I f  T = 0 and S is closed and convex, then 
dim E(T,  S) = sup A(p). 
p~S 
(2) I f  T # 0, T c I'm and T is contained in a connected component of S, then 
sup inf A(p) ~< dimE(T, S) ~< inf A(p). 
TC_QCS P~Q pET 
Q is a continuum 
(3) I f  T # 0, T c_ I'm and the closed convex hull o fT  is contained in a connected 
component of S, then 
dimE(T, S) = inf A(p). 
peT 
(4) I f  T # 0 and T is not contained in a connected component of S, then 
E(T, S) = 0. 
(5) I fT  # 0 and T ~ I'm, then 
E(T, S) = O. 
Hence, in order to prove Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that 
(2.2) A (p) =nm (p) 
for p E I'm. Before proving (2.2) we prove the following auxiliary result. 
Proposition 2.2. Let p = (poa)w~zm E I'm and assume that poo > O for all to. Then 
there exists v c 79S(E r~) such that 
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(1) (V([o)l))~o~Em = p. 
h(v) = Hm (p). (2) 
Proof. Since pco > 0 for all w, we may define a family (qo~)o~* of  positive 
numbers as follows. Ifo~ ~ E" with n ~< m, we let 
(2.3) q~o= Z pco~, 
(rE]~m-n 
and i fo )= i l . . . in E N n with m < n, we let 
Pi2...imim+l Pi3...im+lim+2 . . Pin-(m-l)"'in-lin 
(2.4) q~o = Pil...im lira ZiEE Pi2...imi }-~4eE Pi3...im+li " ~ieE Pin-(m-1)...in-li" 
We now claim that 
(2.5) Z qi = 1, 
(2.6) Z qo~i = qo) for all o) E E*. 
We will now prove (2.5) and (2.6). We first prove (2.5). Indeed, it follows from (2.3) 
that ff-~ie~ qi = ~ ie~ ~e~m- I  Pi~ = Y~pezm Pp = 1. This proves (2.5). Next, we 
prove (2.6). Also, ifo9 E En with n ~< m - 1, then (2.3) implies that 
~--~q°~i=Z Z Pwicr = Z P~°P = q°~" 
lEE iE~ ffGEm-(n+l) pG~] m-n 
Finally, i fw- - i l . . ,  i. E E n with m - 1 < n, then (2.4)implies that 
Z qoo i =. Pil...im-llm ~J~EPi2""imim+lpi2""imj ~j~EPi3""i"+lim+2pi3.--im+lJ 
ic~ lEE \ 
Pin-(m-l)...in lin Pin-(m-2)"'ini I 
ZjE~; Pin-(m-l)...in-lJ Zj~Z Pin-(m-Z)...inj / 
Pi2...imim+l Pi3...im+lim+2 Pin-(m-l)...in-lin 
= Pil...im lim ZjEE Pi2...imj ~j~E Pi3.-.im+lJ "'" Zj~]~ Pin-(m-1)...in-lJ 
qfo. 
This proves (2.6). 
It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that there exists a (unique) probability measures v
on E N such that 
(2.7) v ([o9]) =q,o 
for all o~ E E*, cf. [17, Theorem 0.5]. 
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We will now prove that v is S-invariant. It clearly suffices to show that 
v(s-a[to])  = v([to]) for all to 6 E*. Since 
v(s-l[to])=v(U[ito])=iZ~v([ito])=Zqk°-ieZ - l ee  
and v([to]) = q~o, we must prove that Y~'~ic x qito = q~o for all to ~ Z*. I f  to 6 E n with 
n ~< m - 1, then (2.4) and the fact that p ~ F,n imply that 
Zq i~°  = Z ~ Pi~°'r = Z Z P°~' r i=Z p~°a=qc°" 
ice i6E o-~]m-(n+l) i6Z aE]~m-(n+l) p6]E 
I f  to = il . . . in E E n with m - 1 < n, then (2.4) and the fact that p E Fm imply that 
Z qito = 
Pil. . . im-lim Pi2...imim+l Pin-(m-l). . . in- l in 
Z Piil...im-2im-1 ZjE~ Pil...im--lj ~j~E Pi2-.-imj "'" Zj~E Pin-(m--1)...in-lJ 
Pil  ...im- l im Pi2...imim + l • . Yln--(m--1) "''ln-lln 
= Y~ Pi l '" im-Eim-l i  ZjcI~ Pil...im-lJ ~j~E Pi2...imj " ~-~j~Z Pin_(m_l)...in-lJ 
Pi2...im i m + 1 Pin - (m - 1 )."in - 1 in .oo 
= Pil"'im-lim ~--~j~Z Pi2...imj Y~j~Z Pin_(m-1)...in-1 j 
qto. 
This proves that )-~is~ qito = q~o for all to c E*, and it therefore follows that v is 
S-invariant. 
The measure u clearly satisfies 
(P([to]))tOE]~m ----- (q~o)~osxm = (pco)~oer~,~ : P. 
Next, we prove that 
h(v) 
(2.8) - Hm (p). 
log N 
Define ~p, q) : Z r~ ~ R by 
Pil...im- lim 
~(to) = ~i~Z Pil...im-li' 
9(°)) = log ~p(to), 
for to = i l i2 . . .  ~ E r~, and observe that ~0 is H61der continuous. Next observe that 
there exist constants Cl and c2 such that 
v([toln]) 
(2.9) C 1 <<. eZ~_~¢(sg~o) <~ C 2 
for all to ~ Er~ and all positive integers n. Indeed, for to = i l i2 . .  • E E N and n > m, 
we have 
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v([o)ln]) poolm ~ ( S oo ) " " 1/f ( S n-m O)  
O(¢O)~(S0) ) ' ' '  ~(sn - lo ) )  
{ V TM . . . .  ~ ~-fp(sn-m+lo)) . . . . .  ~o(Sn-I o)) 
= k ~ YI1 ""Ira--Ill ~ 
\ ice 
) (k  O'ezm-lmin i~EP~ri)e-(m-1)ll~°l[°°. 
Similarly, we show that 
v([o21n]) 
~<(\.ezm-~max i~cEpoi)e(m-1)lk°ll~. 
This proves (2.9). It follows from (2.9) that v is the Gibbs state for ~p and that the 
topological pressure P(q)) of ~p equals 0, cf. [3]. The variational principle (cf. [3]) 
therefore implies that 0 = P(q)) - - f~odv + h(v), whence 
ice ~o6E -1 [~oi] 
( P~oi )~ j~E pcoj : -  E log 
ice ~oczm- 1
: Hm (p) log N. 
This proves (2.9). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. According to Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that A(p) = 
Hm (p) for all p ~ Fm. 
Part 1: We first prove that A(p) ) Hm (p) for p E Fm. Fix p = (p~o)~ocEm E F m. We 
may clearly choose a sequence (p,)~ where p~ = (p~,~o),,~zm C Fm with Pn,~o > 0 
for all ¢0 ~ E m , such that p,, -+ p. Next, according to Proposition 2.2, for each 
positive integer n, we can find a shift invariant probability measure v~ on E r~ such 
that 
(v~ ([W])),oc~m =P,, 
and 
h(vn) 
- -  Hm(Pn). 
log N 
Also, by compactness there exists a shift invariant probability measure v on E r~ 
and a subsequence (vnk)k such that vn~ --+ v weakly. Using the fact that Hm is 
continuous and the fact that the entropy function is upper semi-continuous (cf. [17, 
Theorem 8.2]), we now conclude that 
(2.10) Hm(p) = lira Hm (pnk) = lim h(vnk) <~ )(h.v.. 
k k logN logN 
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Next, since any cylindre [to] is both open and closed (with respect o the product 
topology), we infer that 
(v([to]))~z,.  = likm (vn~ ([to]))~o~z., = lira Pnk = P, 
whence 
h(v) 
(2.11) - -  <~ A(p). 
log N 
Finally, combining (2.10) and (2.11) shows that Hm (p) ~< A (p). 
Part 2: Next we prove that A(p) ~< Hm(p) for p 6 I'm. Fix p = (pto)to~Em E I'm. 
Let/z E 79s(E N) with (/z([to])),oez,, = p. We must now prove that 
h(u) 
(2.12) - -  ~< Hm(p). 
log N 
For measurable partitions .A, B of Z, let ~(/z; ..4) and ?¢(/z; .AIB) denote the entropy 
of A with respect to/z, and the conditional entropy of A given/3 with respect to lz, 
\ in-1 s -kc  respectively. Write C = {[i]I i E E} and Cn = vk=0 = {[to] I to 6 En}. We now 
have 
h(~) = 7-/(/z; C)= lim~(/z; CnlCn-1) 
n 
where limnT-t(lZ;CnlCn-l)= 7-t(/zlC) follows from [6, 11.4], and the equality 
7-/(/z; C) = h(#) is due to the Kolmogoroff-Sinai theorem. Furthermore, a standard 
application of Jensen's inequality shows that 
~(/z; Cn+llCn) ~ 7-/(/z; CnlCn--1) 
for all n. Hence 
h(/z) ~< ~(~; CmlCm-1) = Hm(p) log N. 
This completes the proof of (2.12). [] 
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